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Exposure is a much better metric 
for understanding and controlling health risk

Classic air pollution control focuses on 
concentrations in fixed locations



Exposure is what we can measure 
that most directly relates to health

• But generally countries only use 
concentration as the metric for air pollution 
monitoring and control measures

• What progress is being made in adding 
metrics of exposure?



India
• ~Two-thirds of people use solid cookfuels
• Most polluted cities in the world -- now 

understood to be worse than China
• Highest burden of disease from air pollution 

in the world as a result
• Highest total air pollution burden/capita of 

all middle-income countries – 2x China



State-wise
estimates of 
24-h kitchen
concentrations
of PM2.5 
in India

Solid-fuel using
households

Balakrishnan et al.
2013 



Brauer et al., EST, 2015



India’s Comparative 
Risk Assessment



China’s Comparative 
Risk Assessment



Indian Comparative Risk Burden 
from Air Pollution





GBD MAPs Study, Jan 2018



How much do households contribute to
ambient PM2.5 exposures in India?

Chowdhury, et al. 
2018 (in review)



Indian Comparative Risk Burden 
from Air Pollution



India’s Comparative Risk Burden
from Air Pollution

Remaining if
households
use clean fuels



Satellite-based estimates of 
ambient PM2.5

van Donkelaar et al, EHP 2010

15

22-52% from households in India
based on 7 independent estimates:

Perhaps 30% is best central estimate





Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
Air Pollution Task Force – 2015/16

• First Ministry of Health in world to consider 
AP as one of its major priorities and 
consider along with other risk factors

• First government agency in the world not to 
address AP by location, but by total 
exposure – a true health focus

• Thus, not indoor/household, not outdoor, 
but by what will give the most health 
benefit



MoHFW AP Task Force

• Total exposure approach requires utilizing 
estimates of relation between emissions of 
each source category and exposure.

• Emissions weighted essentially by 
proximity to population

• Goal is to change source apportionment to 
exposure apportionment



Vehicles

Power
plants

Stoves

How different?
Does it matter?

Source – Exposure Relationships



Much of the essence of exposure assessment 
can be captured by the concept of 

Intake Fraction (IF)

• For air pollution, IF is the amount breathed 
in by the exposed population compared to 
the amount emitted.

• Dimensionless and often determined in ppm



IF = 1.0

(one million
ppm)



Intake Fraction Varies as More than Toxicity (these are rough 
calculations for typical examples of sources in each class) 

Parts per million (ppm)
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Neighborhood Sources

Vehicles

LDC Power Plant

US Coal Power Plant

Smith, 1993



Farfield Intake Fractions in Hyderabad
ppm – grams inhaled per tonne emitted

Average SD
Households 175 97
Construction 175 93
Waste.burn 140 74
Veh.exhaust 130 64
Gen.sets 123 53
Industries 65 17
Dust 18 4
Power plants 7.4 7.0
Brick.kilns 6.8 1.9





MoHFW AP Task Force, cont.
• Far field intake fractions are higher for 

some sources: secondary particle creation
• Nearfield intake fractions are also 

important for local sources, eg
– Vehicles 
– Neighborhood waste burning
– Gen sets
– Households

• Nearfield intake fractions for households 
are about 5x those from ambient 
(downwind exposures) in Hyderabad (850 
vrs 175 ppm)



Vehicles

Power
plants

Stoves

How different?
Does it matter?

Yes, perhaps
a factor of 100 

Source – Exposure Relationships



The PMUY Program
is connecting ~90
million poor
households
to LPG in 4 years>500 

million 
people



The Guardian, Feb 16, 2013 



The Guardian, Feb 16, 2013 

Peak PM in Chinese history?





The government will limit factory emissions of PM2.5



Other aspects

• Focus on sources that affect exposure, 
including households

• Redesign scale of control efforts that reflect 
the scale of air pollution 



Bloomberg Report, Mar 2018



Hill et al 2017, PLOSOne

Mongolia



This is half of
Mongolia 
today

The coldest capital city
in the world, and heats 
with coal in a valley 
with air inversions.  
Thus, in the winter



Background of the Project

• UB has some of the worst winter outdoor air 
pollution in the world, a problem of great concern 
among the public, media, and policy makers.  

• To a considerable extent, this pollution is due to 
coal heating in the residential sector, although 
other sources such as power plants, vehicles, and 
industry play roles.

• Indoors, outdoors – the pollution is everywhere



Aim
• “What health benefits could be expected 

from cleaner household stoves and fuels 
and associated emissions reductions in 
other sectors by 2024?”



Innovations in the Assessment
Exposure Assessment

• We assess “total exposure” of the UB 
population over the 10 years of the 
assessment for each scenario

• This includes both indoor and outdoor 
exposures

• And is distinguished separately for young 
children since they have special sensitivities



Exposure Assessment, cont.
• To do this required estimating the effect of indoor 

and outdoor sources on pollution levels throughout 
the year

• And estimating how much outdoor air pollution 
penetrates indoors

• By household type (ger, apartment, house)
• And the amount of time spent by population 

groups in each location
• Requires projections of socio-demographic 

changes and background health conditions



Exposure Assessment, cont.

• This was necessary because of the special 
character of UB pollution, particularly in the 
winter, when outdoor pollution is so high from 
household sources and penetrates everywhere.

• It is, we believe, the first air pollution health 
analysis in the world for a city based on total 
exposure assessment.



• Outdoor air pollution was estimated for each of 6298
1 km x 1 km grid cells in the city for 2014 and again
for 2024 under T-13 and the two scenarios.
• The model was calibrated against actual measurements in
2013.
• City-wide population-weighted concentrations were 
determined based on population living in each grid cell
• Excluded were heating stoves in kiosks, industrial 
emissions including kilns, resuspended road and 
windblown dust. 



Comparison of Scenario 2 with T-13 in 2024

A major (>70%) drop in exposures in spite of population and
and economic growth.  Levels are within the range of international
health-protective norms.  ETS now most prominent



Recommendations
• As nearly1400 premature deaths a year are caused 

by air pollution in UB, we urge serious 
consideration by UB authorities be given to taking 
aggressive actions soon to bring UB close to 
international air pollution  norms sometime next 
decade.

• Elimination of coal in household heating is the 
most urgent immediate action needed – 70% and 
more of exposure

• A number of efforts now underway to implement 
clean household space-heating



Note: models were run for only 2014 and 2024 and a linear change
is assumed between the two results



20-month average
ground-level PM2.5
from satellite data

Large areas of India and China have 
high ambient air pollution – cities 
cannot solve their air pollution
problems alone



Unlike Beijing and Delhi, because 
Mongolia is the least densely 

population country in the world, 

Ulaanbaatar
holds its destiny in 

its own hands.



California’s Community Air 
Protection Program (2017)

• “The Program’s focus is to reduce exposure in 
communities most impacted by air pollution. 
CARB staff has already begun…. to develop a 
new community-focused action framework for 
community protection.”



California’s New AP Control Law

Start with 10 high-exposure/vulnerability
communities

--Determine exposure patterns
--Determine exposure benefits of Best-available
Control technologies
--Proceed to regulate 
--Using community led measurements

The 10 more next year, etc.



Air Quality Guidelines: Big Issues

1. How to deal with no zero effect level? –
nothing is completely safe

2. Should there be different AQGs for 
Indoors and Outdoors?

3. Should particles remain an undifferentiated 
class?



Pollution < AQGi

Gedanken Expt #1: AQG higher indoors

Pollution at 
AQGo

A chimney would be a bad thing



Meets AQGo Meets AQGi

Gedanken Expt #3: AQG less indoors

Opening window is ok from the outside, but
not from the inside



“consensual pretense of 
undifferentiated PM”

Need to consider from the standpoint 
of the people (exposure), not the 

particular location.   
Protect people wherever they are 

breathing



What methods can be used for 
including exposure?

• Intake Fraction by source category -- India
• Modeling based on micro-environmental 

measurements -- Mongolia
• Hot spots of exposure based on community 

action - California
• Personal measurements done in carefully 

designed probabilistic sampling frameworks



Summary
• Eventually, we wish to control all sources 

of air pollution, all the time, everywhere.
• But we cannot afford to do so immediately
• What metric gives the optimal pathway 

such that the most health protection is 
occurring at each stage of investment?

• Metrics of exposure are a practical way to 
do so



At least

• Include households as major sources of 
pollution exposure

• And work to design the control and 
monitoring governance to the scale of the 
problem

• As in China



Exposure Science
in the 21st Century

US National Academy
of Sciences/National
Research Council, 2012

KR Smith, Chair of the
Expert Committee



Not all sources are equally important

Thank you  

Best to google “Kirk R. Smith” to
find my website with publications


